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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the

original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It changes into an image, the line which intersects the predetermined direction

of a single dimension in the light spot which serves as the measuring object using an

optical converter ~ The pixel data which picturize an image and correspond are

generated, the 2-dimensional image sensor equipped with the pixel array ~ using — this

- a line - The configuration procedure which sets up the rectangular coordinate system

which has the main shaft and countershaft which are the light-spot location

measurement approach which computes the location of said light spot which processed

these pixel data using the image-processing computing element, and met in this single

dimension direction, and intersect perpendicularly mutually to this pixel array, the

include angle to a countershaft becomes small rather than a main shaft — as — this ~ a

line - an image with the projection procedure which carries out inclination projection to

a rectangular coordinate system these pixel data — data processing — carrying out — a

line — the light-spot location measurement approach characterized by to perform the

detection procedure which carries out expansion detection, and the calculation

procedure deduce the location of said light spot based on an expansion detection result,

by making into the direction single dimension location of a coimtershaft the direction

single dimension location of a main shaft of the straight line which asked by performing

straight-line approximation of an image.

[Claim 2] an include angle [ as opposed to a coimtershaft in said projection procedure ]

— 0 degree — large — the range to 25 degrees ~ this ~ a line — the light-spot location

measurement approach according to claim 1 characterized by carrying out inclination

projection of the image.

[Claim 3] the optical converter which said projection procedure equipped with the

cylindrical-lens side — using — a line — the light-spot location measurement approach

according to claim 1 characterized by projecting an image.

[Claim 4] the optical converter which said projection procedure equipped with the slit —

using — a line — the light-spot location measurement approach according to claim 1
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characterized by projecting an image.

[Claim 5] Said calculation procedure is the light-spot location measurement approach

according to claim 1 characterized by deducing the direction location of a single

dimension of said light spot which met the main shaft based on this expansion detection

result.

[Claim 6] For a main shaft, said calculation procedure is the light-spot location

measurement approach according to claim 1 characterized by deducing the direction

location of a single dimension of said light spot in alignment with a different

predetermined reference axis based on this expansion detection result.

[Claim 7] said calculation means - this expansion detection result being based -- this

" a line — the light-spot location measurement approach according to claim 1

characterized by deducing the direction location of a single dimension of said light spot

in alignment with the predetermined reference axis which intersects perpendicularly

with the direction of a straight line of an image.

[Claim 8] the procedure set up the rectangular coordinate system of the pair which

rotated 90 degrees mutually [ said configuration procedure carries out a zero in common,

and ] — it is — said projection procedure — the rectangular coordinate system of a pair --

receiving — two lines — the light-spot location measurement approach according to

claim 1 which is the procedure which carries out each inclination projection of the

image, and is characterized by for said calculation procedure to include the procedure

deduce the 2-dimensional location of said light spot based on each expansion detection

result

[Claim 9] It changes into an image, the line which intersects perpendicularly mutually

the light spot which serves as the measuring object using an optical converter — The

pixel data which picturize an image and correspond are generated, the 2-dimensional

image sensor equipped with the pixel array — using — the line of this pair — The

configuration procedure which has consistency in the matrix direction of the request

which is the light-spot location measurement approach which processes these pixel data

using an image-processing computing element, and computes the 2-dimensional

location of said light spot, and this pixel array has, and sets up a rectangular coordinate

system, the include angle toward which it inclined from 45 degrees to this rectangular

coordinate system - the line of a pair - with the projection procedure which carries out

inclination projection of the image Straight-line approximation of an image is

performed by the same approach as said straight-line approximation, data processing of

these pixel data is carried out, and an inclination becomes larger than 45 degrees on the

basis of this rectangular coordinate system — on the other hand, a line — the line of

another side where it is the same and an inclination becomes larger than 45 degrees on

the basis of the rectangular coordinate system rotated 90 degrees while performing

straight-line approximation of an image — both the straight-lines approximation result -
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being based - the line of a pair - the light-spot location measurement approach

characterized by performing the calculation procedure which carries out precision

indexing ofthe 2-dimensional location of the light spot corresponding to the

intersection of an image.

[Claim 10] Said projection procedure is the light-spot location measurement approach

according to claim 9 characterized by projecting an orthotomic-like image using the

optical converter equipped with the division cylindrical-lens side which has the cylinder

shaft which intersects perpendicularly mutually.

[Claim 1 1] Said projection procedure is the light-spot location measurement approach

according to claim 9 characterized by projecting an orthotomic-like image using the

optical converter equipped with the slit which intiersects perpendicularly mutually.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the light-spot location measuring

method which measures the location of one piece which emits light directly or indirectly,

or two or more point light sources using a 2-dimensional image sensor. It is related with

the highly precise-ized technique of this light-spot location measurement approach in

more detail.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] When 2-dimensional location detection of the measuring

point directed by the point light source on a flat surface was performed conventionally,

the two direction detectors ofa beam of light which combined a single dimension image

sensor, a slit, or lenses, such as linear image sensors, were used, and the location of the

point light source was deduced by the triangulation method. In order to raise the

accuracy ofmeasurement to practical use level in such light-spot location measurement,

it is necessary to raise the resolution of linear image sensors. Now, it is marketed and,

generally available linear image sensors are a maximum of about 1 0,000 pixels. In order

to acquire the precision of practical use level by engineering-works survey etc., an about

100,000-pixel super-high density single dimension image sensor is called for.

[0003] Moreover, in order to detect the three-dimensions positional information of the

point light source used as a target, the stereo method which uses two television cameras

incorporating 2-dimensional image sensors, such as an area image sensor, is used

abundantly. In this case, improving the accuracy ofmeasurement reaches to an extreme

of difficxdty further. In an area image sensor, it is for the niunber of pixels to increase at

a rate of a square in proportion to resolution.
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[0004] The technique for improving resolution seemingly is proposed, without making

the element number of an area image sensor increase, for example, it is indicated by

JP,3-3 1 362,8. According to this, a cross filter is attached in the lens of a television

camera, and the beam of light from the point light source is changed into a streak-like

cross image, and is made to project on the pixel array ofan area image sensor with a

cross filter. The intersection of two straight lines contained in a cross image by the

image processing is computed, and the location of the point light source is deduced.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The fundamental principle in the

conventional light-spot location measurement approach mentioned above is that single

dimension image sensors, such as linear image sensors, detect a single dimension

location, and 2-dimensional image sensors, such as an area image sensor, detect a

2-dimensional location. However, by such simple approach, fundamentally, in order to

improve the accuracy of measurement, there is a limitation in the increment in the

number of pixels naturally that there is no other way but for the resolution of an image

sensor to make. Even if it adopts an image processing technique and raises detection

precision, apparent resolution will be about only about 1 of pixel spacing / 10 at most.

Then, this invention aims at replacing with a single dimension image sensor and making

measurable the direction location of a single dimension of the light spot with high

degree of accuracy using a 2-dimensional image sensor. Moreover, even when

measuring the 2-dimensional location of the light spot, it decomposes in the direction of

a single dimension which intersects perpendicularly, and aims at using a 2-dimensional

image sensor properly skillfully to each, and improving the accuracy of measurement

notably, in order [ furthermore, ] to detect the direction of a single dimension by the

2-dimensionaI image sensor effectively — the light spot — an ideal line — it aims at

offering the approach of carrying out conversion projection in an image.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The light-spot location measurement approach

concerning this invention uses the optical converter, the 2-dimensional image sensor,

and the image-processing computing element, the line which intersects the

predetermined direction of a single dimension fundamentally in the light spot which

serves as the measuring object using an optical converter first - it changes into an

image, next, the 2-dimensionaI image sensor equipped with the pixel array — using —

this - a line ~ the pixel data which picturize an image and correspond are generated.

The location of said light spot which used the image-processing computing element,

finally processed these pixel data, and met in this single dimension direction is

computed. It is characterized by performing the following procedures in this light-spot

location measurement approach. A configuration procedure is performed first and the

rectangular coordinate system which has the main shaft and countershaft which intersect
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perpendicularly mutually to this pixel array is set up. next, a projection procedure is

performed and the include angle to a coimtershaft becomes small rather than a main

shaft - as - this a line inclination projection of the image is carried out to a

rectangular coordinate system, then, a detection procedure ~ carrying out — these pixel

data — data processing ~ carrying out — a line — expansion detection is carried out,

using as the direction single dimension location of a countershaft the direction single

dimension location of a main shaft of the straight line which asked by performing

straight-line approximation of an image. Finally a calculation procedure is performed

and the location of said light spot is deduced based on an expansion detection result.

[0007] an include angle [ preferably as opposed to a countershaft in said projection

procedure ] — 0 degree -- large ~ the range to 25 degrees - this - a line ~ it is the

procedure which carries out inclination projection of the image, the optical converter

equipped with the cylindrical-lens side in said projection procedure, for example ~

using — a line — an image is projected, or the optical converter which replaced with this

and was equipped with the slit -- using -- a line -- you may make it project an image On

the other hand, said calculation procedure deduces preferably the direction location of a

single dimension of said light spot which met the main shaft based on this expansion

detection result. Or the direction location of a single dimension of said light spot in

alignment with a different predetermined reference axis from a main shaft based on this

expansion detection resuh may be deduced.

[0008] The light-spot location measurement approach mentioned above is applicable

not only to single dimension measurement but 2-dimensional measurement as it is. In

this case, fu-st, by the configuration procedure, it has consistency in the matrix direction

of the request which a pixel array has, and a rectangular coordinate system is set up.

Next, inclination projection of the orthotomic-like image (cross image) of a pair is

carried out at the include angle toward which it inclined from 45 degrees to this

rectangular coordinate system in the projection procedure, then, in a detection procedure,

data processing of the pixel data is carried out, and an inclination becomes larger than

45 degrees on the basis of this rectangular coordinate system ~ on the other hand, a line

- the line ofanother side where it is the same and an inclination becomes larger than 45

degrees on the basis of the rectangular coordinate system rotated 90 degrees while

performing straight-line approximation of an image - straight-line approximation of an

image is performed by the same approach as the aforementioned straight-line

approximation. Based on both the straight-lines approximation result, the 2-dimensional

location of the light spot corresponding to the intersection of the orthotomic-like image

of a pair is deduced in a calculation procedure at a precision at the last. In this case, in

said projection procedure, an orthotomic-like image is projected using the optical

converter equipped with the division cylindrical-lens side which has the cylinder shaft

which intersects perpendicularly mutually, for example. Or it replaces with this and you
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may make it project an orlhotomic-like image using the optical converter equipped with

the slit which intersects perpendicularly mutually.

[0009]

[Fimction] according to this invention ~ the light spot — a line — it is changed into an

image and inclination projection is carried out at the pixel array of a 2-dimensional

image sensor. A tilt angle is set as 75 degrees or more to a main shaft, and is set as 25

degrees or less to a countershaft, thereby — the light spot of the direction of a main shaft

~ a variation rate ~ receiving - the light spot of the direction of a countershaft - the

expansion detection of the variation rate can be doubled [ more than ]. Based on the

principle of a vernier, a main shaft corresponds to the primary scale of a vernier, and,

similarly, as for this, the countershaft supports the vernier of a vernier, the rectangular

coordinate system adjusted in the matrix direction of a pixel array — receiving - a line

- by optimizmg the projection tilt angle of an image, the countless pixel contained in a

pixel array can be used effectively. Theoretically, it is raised to the thing corresponding

to the total of the pixel contained in a 2-dimensional image sensor in the location

detection power of a single dimension. For example, it becomes possible to perform

location detection of the single dimension which is equal to the resolution of

250,000-pixel linear image sensors using a 500x500-pixel area image sensor, and a path

will be opened by the field as which location measurement of super-high degree of

accuracy, such as an engineering-works survey, is required, two lines lines and a still

more important operation cross the light spot at right angles — changing into an image

and projecting on a pixel array with a predetermined angle of rotation — 2-dimensional

location detection -- also setting ~ each line ~ it is raised until the location detection

power about an image is equal to the total of the pixel contained in a 2-dimensional

image sensor, using the optical converter equipp>ed with the cylindrical side divided into

two, in order to change and project the light spot on an orthotomic-like image a very

sharp line -- it can become possible to form an image and the merit of the light-spot

location measurement approach concerning this invention can be pulled out to the

maximum extent. It becomes possible to be able to remove lens distortion and to reduce

components cost by using the slit plate with which two slits which replace with the

optical converter equipped with the division cylindrical side, and intersect

perpendicularly with it were formed.

[0010]

[Example] With reference to a drawing, the suitable example of this invention is

explained to a detail below. Drawing 1 is a mimetic diagram shovsdng the fundamental

configuration of the metering device used for operation of the light-spot location

measurement approach concerning this invention. This light-spot location measurement

approach uses the optical transducer which consists of a cylindrical lens 1 , the

2-dimensional image sensor which consists ofCCD series 2 equipped v^th the pixel
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array, and the image-processing computing element 3 which consists of a computer etc.

so that it may illustrate, the line which intersects the predetermined direction of a single

dimension in the light spot 4 where a cylindrical lens 1 serves as the measuring object -

it changes into an image 5, CCD series 2 ~ a line -- the pixel data which picturize an

image 5 and correspond are outputted. The image-processing computing element 3

computes the location of the light spot 4 which processed this pixel data and met in the

direction of a single dimension. Li this example, the cylindrical lens 1 has the

perpendicular cylinder shaft, therefore, a line ~ an image 5 is projected perpendicularly.

On the other hand, the light spot 4 can be displaced horizontally and the reference axis

(r) is shown corresponding to this, clear from the relation of illustration ~ as ~ a line -

the intersection P of an image 5 and a reference axis (r) will express the direction

location of a single dimension of the light spot 4. in addition, a line inclination

arrangement of the image 5 is relatively carried out to the pixel array ofCCD series 2.

[001 1] Drawing 2 expresses the geometric relation of a configuration of having been

shown in drawing 1 . It can displace in the direction of the single dimension which was

mentioned above and to which the light spot 4 was given like (horizontal in this

example). The reference axis (r) is set as these direction of a single dimension and

parallel. The intersection of the optical axis and reference axis (r) of a cylindrical lens 1

is made into Zero O. the line mentioned above ~ intersection [ of an image and a

reference axis (r) ] P (r) will express the direction location of a single dimension of the

light spot 4.

[0012] Dravsdng 3 is the expansion top view ofCCD series 2 shown in drawing 1 and

drawing 2 , is equipped with the pixel 6 of a large number which aligned in the shape of

a matrix, and constitutes a matrix array, the line mentioned above in the front face of

CCD series 2 — the image 5 is projected. The fundamental procedure of the light-spot

location measurement approach which starts this invention with reference to this is

explained. The rectangular coordinate system which has the main shaft (I) and

countershaft (J) which intersect perpendicularly mutually to the matrix array of a pixel 6

fu^t is set up. In this example, the line writing direction and main shaft (I) of a matrix

array are in agreement, and, similarly the direction of a train is in agreement with a

countershaft (J). Moreover, the zero of a rectangular coordinate system is in agreement

with the zero O defined as drawing 2 . next, the include angle theta to a countershaft (J)

becomes small from a main shaft (I) — as — a line ~ inclination projection of the image

5 is carried out to a rectangular coordinate system. What is necessary is only for theta to

lean CCD series 2 to a reference axis (r), and just to specifically arrange, then, the pixel

data outputted from CCD series 2 — data processing — carrying out — a line —

straight-line approximation of an image 5 is performed and it asks for a center line 7.

Thereby, the expansion detection of the direction single dimension location (namely,

intersection with a main shaft) of (a main shaft I) of a center line 7 can be carried out as
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a direction single dimension location (namely, the intersection b with a countershaft) of

(Countershaft J). Finally, location [ of the light spot ] P (r) is deduced based on an

expansion detection result.

[0013] the line which drawing 4 mentioned above — it is the diagram with which

explanation of the straight-line approximation approach of an image 5 is presented.

Distribution of the pixel data which paid their attention to the specific train (train

expressed with 1= 5 in this Fig.) of a matrix array is expressed, and the line number is

taken by the axis of abscissa, clear, if drawing 3 is seen -- as -- the pixel train of 1= 5 -

receiving — a line — the image 5 crosses by the first quadrant of rectangular coordinates.

According to this, distribution of pixel data serves as a peak in the line ofJ= 3. In this

example, it asks for the area S surrounded by the distribution curve of pixel data, and

center-of-gravity G (I) is ftirther computed per subpixel. the center line of a pixel train

in which this center-of-gravity G (I) is shown by 1= 5, and a line - an intersection with

the center line 7 of an image 5 is presumed. It is asking for the center line 7 statistically

by performing such a center-of-gravity operation to all trains.

[0014] Next, with reference to the flow chart of drawing 5 , the concrete procedure of

the light-spot location measurement approach concerning this invention is explained to

a detail. First, by the configuration procedure SI, as shown in drawing 3 , a rectangular

coordinate system (I, J) is set up to the matrix array of a pixel 6, next, the projection

procedure S2 - a rectangular coordinate system (I, J) ~ receiving ~ an include angle

theta — a line ~ inclination projection of the image 5 is carried out. then, the detection

procedure S3 — a line straight-line approximation of an image 5 is performed and it

asks for a center line 7. that is, it was shown in drawing 4 - like — I=-8, -7, and - to all

the pixel trains expressed with 6, —, 8, it asks for center-of-gravity G (I) respectively,

and straight-line type J=al+b in a rectangular coordinate system (I, J) is further

computed with the application of the least square method, a expresses an inclination

with this straight-line type, and b expresses the intercept to a countershaft (J), as shown

in drawing 3 . If drawing 3 is seen, expansion detection of the direction single

dimension location of(a main shaft I) of a center line 7 is carried out as a value of

Intercept b so that clearly. Finally the direction location of a single dimension of the

light spot is deduced by calculation procedure S4 based on an expansion detection result.

The light spot is given on the intersection P of a center line 7 and a reference axis (r) so

that clearly from the geometric relation shown in drawing 3 . That is, it is set to value

r=(-b/a) costheta which applied costheta to value-b/a of 1 when being referred to as J= 0

by straight-line type J=al+b mentioned above.

[0015] Inclination a of a center line 7 is expressed with l-/tan theta==cos theta/sin theta

here, if this relation is substituted for the above-mentioned formula, it is set to

r=-bsintheta and he can understand that the value of Intercept b, i.e., the variation rate of

the direction of a coimtershaft, is expanded l-/sintheta twice to the value of r, i.e., the
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variation rate of criteria shaft orientations. If about 25 degrees is chosen especially as

theta, a twice [ about ] as many dilation ratio as this will be obtained. A dilation ratio

increases sharply, so that the value of theta is furthermore brought close to 0 degree.

[0016] Drawing 6 is the mimetic diagram showing other examples of the light-spot

location measurement approach concerning this invention. In this example, the main

shaft (I) and the reference axis (r) are in agreement so that it may illustrate. That is,

when the light spot displaces in accordance with a level reference axis (r), the main

shaft (I) is set up horizontally. On the other hand, a countershaft (J) becomes

perpendicular, also in this case, a line ~ the center line 7 of an image makes the

predetermined include angle theta to a coimtershaft (J) - as - a line - an image is

projected. Only theta should make the cylinder shaft of a cylindrical lens 1 specifically

incline from perpendicular bearing with the configuration shown in drawing 1 . In the

example of illustration, displacement ID is expanded to displacement 4D by four

pitches of the direction of a countershaft (J) by one pitch of the direction of a main shaft

(I). If it puts in another way, the main shaft-orientations displacement can be

interpolated per quadrisection with subshaft-orientations displacement. Magnifying

power becomes high and the accuracy of measurement of the direction location of a

main shaft (criteria shaft-orientations location) becomes high, so that the value of theta

is made small, thus ~ this invention — the light spot -- once — a line — by changing into

an image and receiving light with a 2-dimensional image sensor, pixel data are used

effectively and dramatic improvement in the accuracy of measurement is aimed at. An

understanding wdll become easy by the method concerning this invention likening a

main shaft with the primary scale of a vernier, and similarly judging a coimtershaft the

vernier of a vernier.

[0017] Drawing 7 is the mimetic diagram showing the setting approach of rectangular

coordinates for a pixel array. To the appearance xmderstood from drawing, allotment of

rectang;ular coordinates is not necessarily the most important. What is necessary is to

have consistency fimdamentally in the matrix direction of the request which the matrix

array of a pixel 6 has, and just to set up a rectangular coordinate system. By a diagram,

(i, j) are indicated to be two kinds of rectangular coordinate systems (I, J). When

rectangular coordinates (I, J) are assigned to the matrix array of a pixel 6, a pixel pitch

is given by D. On the other hand, when rectangular coordinates (i, j) are assigned, a

pixel pitch is set to d. Since the pixel pitch d becomes small compared with the former

rectangular coordinate system, resolution of the latter rectangular coordinate system

improves.

[0018] Drawing 8 is the mimetic diagram showing another example of the light-spot

location measurement approach concerning this invention, and is performing

2-dimensional location measurement of the light spot. A fundamental configuration

gives a corresponding reference number to the part which is the same as that of the
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example shown in drawing 1 , and corresponds, and makes an understanding easy. In

this example, the light spot 4 which serves as the measuring object, using the slit plate

10 as an optical converter is changed into the cross image 50 which consists of a

striping-like image 51 which intersects perpendicularly mutually, and a vertical-line-like

image 52. CCD series 2 equipped with the pixel array outputs the pixel data which

picturize the cross image 50 and correspond. The image-processing computing element

3 processes pixel data, and computes the 2-dimensional location of the light spot 4. The

slit plate 10 is equipped with the rhombus aperture 12 located in the slit 1 1 which

intersects perpendicularly mutually, and its intersection. Corresponding to this rhombus

aperture 12, the rhombus mark 53 will be included in the core of the cross image 50,

and it is used for image recognition. By replacing with a cylindrical lens as an optical

converter, and using a slit plate, it is possible to remove spherical aberration etc.

However, since the great portion of incoming beams of the light spot 4 are intercepted

in the case of a slit plate, the brightness of the cross image 50 is not so high.

[0019] Drawing 9 is the expansion top view ofCCD series 2 shovm in drawdng 8 . It has

consistency in the matrix direction of the request which the matrix array of a pixel 6 has

so that it may illustrate, and the rectangular coordinate system is set up. This rectangular

coordinate system is prescribed by a main shaft (I) and the countershaft (J). Inclination

projection of the cross image is carried out at the include angle theta toward which it

inclined from 45 degrees to this rectangular coordinate system. This cross image

includes the striping-like image 51, the vertical-line-like image 52, and the central

rhombus mark 53 in the appearance mentioned above. In addition, in this example, the

reference axis (X, Y) showing the 2-dimensional location of the light spot of the

Tameichi pair is used. The zero of these standard coordinates has a relation parallel to a

cross image while it is in agreement with a rectangular coordinate system. However,

this invention is not restricted to this and may make standard coordinates and a

rectangular coordinate system completely in agreement, data processing of the pixel

data outputted from CCD series 2 containing the matrix array of a pixel 6 is carried out,

and an inclination becomes larger than 45 degrees on the basis of a rectangular

coordinate system (I, J) - on the other hand, a line ~ straight-line approximation of an

image (this example vertical-line-like image 52) is performed, and it asks for center line

f (I), the line of another side where it is the same and an inclination becomes larger than

45 degrees on the basis of the rectangular coordinate system rotated to 90 more degree

counterclockwise rotation ~ straight-line approximation of an image (this example

striping-like image 51) is performed, and it asks for center line g (I). Based on both the

straight-lines approximation result, precision indexing of the 2-dimensional location of

the light spot corresponding to the intersection of a cross image is carried out.

[0020] Drawing 10 expresses the rhombus operator used for the image recognition of

the cross image performed in advance of light-spot location measurement. This
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rhombus operator is used in order to carry out the image recognition of the rhombus

mark 53 included in the center section of the cross image, so that it may illustrate.

[0021] With reference to drawing 1 1 , image data processing of the cross image shown

in drawing 9 is explained concretely. First, a superposition integral is performed to pixel

data using the rhombus operator who showed step SI to drawing 10 , and all the cross

images projected by searching for the peak of a result are extracted. A ten-character

each image is expressed with Pk (Dc and Jk), Furthermore, the following processings are

performed to all cross images. That is, in step S2, a row number I sets the value of the

pixel data of Dc-alpha to Ik+alpha out of range to 0. However, alpha is the integral value

set up beforehand and specifies the vertical-line-like image 52 and the window to adjust.

Then, with the same procedure as the flow chart shown in drawing 5 , straight-line

approximation using a least square method is performed, and center line J=f (I) of the

vertical-line-like image 52 is obtained.

[0022] Next, in step S3, a line number J sets the value of the pixel data of Jk-alpha to

Jk+alpha out of range to 0. The window which this adjusted in the striping-like image

5 1 is set up. then, a main shaft (I) and a countershaft (J) are replaced (namely, a

rectangular coordinate system - 90 degrees — rotating), straight-line approximation

using a least square method is performed like step S2, and center line J=g (I) of the

striping-like image 51 is obtained. Finally the intersection (II, JJ) of straight-line f (I)

and straight-line g (I) is calculated by step 84. Coordinate transformation of this is

carried out and the coordinate value P in a reference axis (X, Y) is calculated. That is, it

is X=II-costheta and is set to Y=JJ-costheta. The rectangular coordinate system of the

pair which rotated 90 degrees mutually
[
by this example, carry out a zero in common

like, and ] understood from the above explanation is used. Inclination projection of a

vertical-line-like image and the striping-like image is respectively carried out to the

rectangular coordinate system of this pair, and straight-line approximation is performed.

The 2-dimensional location of the light spot is deduced based on each expansion

detection result which this searched for.

[0023] Drawing 12 is the mimetic diagram showing still more nearly another example

of the light-spot location measurement approach concerning this invention.

2-dimensional location measurement of the light spot 4 is performed like drawing 8 . A
different point is replacing with the slit plate 10 as an optical converter, and using the

combination of a convex lens 1 1 and the compound cylindrical lens 100. A convex lens

1 1 condenses the light spot 4 on the pixel array ofCCD series 2. On the other hand, the

compoimd cylindrical lens 100 is equipped with the division cylindrical-lens side

1 01 ,1 02 which has the cylinder shaft which intersects perpendicularly mutually. One

division cylindrical-lens side 101 has the perpendicular cylinder shaft, defocuses

condensing from the light spot 4 horizontally, and changes it into the striping-like image

51. The division cylindrical-lens side 102 of another side has the level cylinder shaft,
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defocuses perpendicularly the light condensed with the convex lens 1 1 , and changes il

into the vertical-line-like image 52. The cross image 50 vAlh which the vertical-line-like

image 52 and the striping-like image 51 intersected CCD series 2 as a result is obtained.

Thus, a very sharp cross elephant with high brightness is obtained by using the

compound cylindrical lens 100»

[0024] Drawing 13 is the mimetic diagram showing an example of the creation

approach of the compound cylindrical lens 100 shovm in drawing 12 . The cylindrical

lens of a long configuration is bisected along with a cutting plane line CI so that it may

illustrate. A cylindrical lens is further divided aslant along with a cutting plane line C2,

while showed drawing 12 and the cylindrical-lens side 102 is acquired for while it was

divided into two. The remaining cylindrical lens is also aslant divided along with a

cutting plane line C3, and the division cylindrical-lens side 101 of another side shown in

drawing 12 is acquired.

[0025]

[Effect of the Invention] it explained above - according to [ like ] this invention - the

light spot — a line ~ it is changed into an image and projected on a 2-dimensional image

sensor, this line - the variation rate of the light spot horizontal by setting the inclination

direction of an image as the horizontal axis of a 2-dimensional image sensor, and the

include angle of 75 degrees or more — receiving -- a perpendicular direction ~ if

expansion ofmore than twice - since it is detectable as a variation rate, single

dimension location measurement of the light spot can be performed in a very high

precision, a line - by making the optimal the inclination projection direction of an

image, and the pixel matrix direction of a 2-dimensional image sensor, the effectiveness

of being raised to the thing corresponding to the total of the pixel contained in a

2-dimensional image sensor in the location detection power of a single dimension is

acquired. Still more important effectiveness is raised until it is equal to the total of the

pixel by which the single dimension detection power of each axis of coordinates is

contained in a 2-dimensional image sensor also in 2-dimensional location detection by

projecting on an image pick-up side with the angle of rotation toward which the light

spot was changed into the cross image and it inclined from 45 degrees. Furthermore, in

case the light spot is changed into a cross image, by using the optical converter which

has the cylindrical-lens side of a pair, it is sharp, a cross image with high brightness can

be formed, and it becomes possible to pull out the profits of the light-spot location

measurement approach concerning this invention to the maximum extent. Or by using

the slit plate equipped with two slits which replace with the optical converter which has

two cylindrical-lens sides, and intersect perpendicularly with it, it becomes possible to

contribute to reduction-ization of components cost at the same time it removes lens

distortion and raises detection precision.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the explanatory view showing one example of the light-spot location

measurement approach concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the mimetic diagram showing the geometric relation of a configuration

of having been shovm in drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is the expansion top view of the CCD series shown in drawing 1 . .

[Drawing 4] It is the explanatory view showing the technique of straight-line

approximation.

[Drawing 5] It is the flow chart which shows the concrete procedure of the light-spot

location measurement approach concerning this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the principle explanatory view of the light-spot location measurement

approach concerning this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is the mimetic diagram showing the approach for CCD series to assign a

rectangular coordinate system.

[Drawing 8] It is the mimetic diagram showing other examples of the light-spot location

measurement approach concerning this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is the expansion top view of the CCD series shown in drawing 8 .

[Drawing 10] It is the mimetic diagram showing the rhombus operator used for

recognition processing of a cross image.

[Drawing 11] It is the flow chart which shows the concrete image-processing procedure

of the cross image shown in drawing 9 .

[Drawing 12] It is the mimetic diagram showing another example of the light-spot

location measurement approach concerning this invention.

[Drawing 13] It is the explanatory view showing the creation approach of a compound

cylindrical lens.

[Description of Notations]

1 Cylindrical Lens

2 CCD Series

3 Image-Processing Computing Element

4 Light Spot

5 Line — Image


